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I had the privilege of working with Rosemary for many years on various newsroom projects. In addition to enjoying
our expansive conversations, I was consistently impressed with her persistence and knowledge of issues that were
important to Sun Sentinel’s readers and the community. Rosemary was incredibly thorough in her research, and
articulated the results in beautifully-written columns which got the attention of public officials and others in her
spotlight. On many occasions, Rosemary’s work was a game-changer with immediate impact on her chosen
subjects.

- Dana McElroy , Thomas & LoCicero

Rosemary O 'Hara is one serious journalist – Tampa

Tribune, Orlando Sentinel, Miami Herald, Sun-

Sentinel , reporter , editor , editorial page leader . For

four decades , Florida politicians , CEOs , and others

knew not to tangle with Rosemary . But have you

heard her laugh? It is a laugh that rings true with

the love of life , the joy of collegiality , and an

appreciation of a great story . She 's written many of

those stories . Come hear and tell some stories of

your own when we celebrate Rosemary's world-

class journalism, and hope to hear that terrific

laugh.

- Tom Hudson , WLRN 

Join the First Amendment Foundation as we

celebrate Rosemary O 'Hara , a fierce advocate for

open government and a free press ! 
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